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Bookbinding Custom Workshops

Come join us for a custom workshop where you can develop your skills in bookbinding to create beautiful structures that could be used as notebooks, albums, journals, sketchbooks and more. The Morgan Bindery welcomes up to 12 people at a time.

Cost for one basic class is $280 for up to 12 people for one hour.

Basic Classes:

**Simple Accordion Fold on colored boards**
Suited best for students aged 6-10.
Create a simple accordion fold book with colored mat board or foam cover. Students are encouraged to add their own content to the pages and embellish with drawings.
No sewing required.
30-60 minutes

**Accordion Fold on covered boards**
Suited for students ages 9-12.
This accordion fold book workshop introduces students to a fun structure, teaching them the basics of making their own book covers using decorative paper or cloth. No sewing required.
45-60 minutes

**Simple Pamphlet Stitch, stiff cover**
Suited for ages 7-17.
Choose a simple sewn structure with either one signature that has a stiff paper cover or a double pamphlet with a folded, tipped on, cover. Both options are 3-hole pamphlet stitch with blank pages ready for the written word or drawing.
The Declaration of Independence model is a 3-hole pamphlet stitch.
30-60 minutes

Cost for one Intermediate Class is $395 for up to 12 people.

Intermediate Classes:

**French Door Accordion**
Suited for students age 12 and up.
Try your hand at creating a double accordion folded book with paper or bookcloth cover.
No sewing required.
60-90 minutes
**Triangular Folded Book**
Suit for students age 12 and up.
Create a double-folded accordion book in a triangle shape with choice of decorative paper for your cover.
No sewing required.
60 - 90 minutes

**Triple Pamphlet Stitch**
Learn to sew a pamphlet stitch of three signatures into a single cover.
60-75 minutes

---

**Papermaking Custom Workshops**

**Western Hand Paper making**

Join us in The Morgan Paper Studio to learn basic sheet formation, pulp painting, and embedding techniques. Participants will use an array of pigmented cotton pulp and a variety of objects to create exciting, colorful designs and imagery. All paper is pressed and put into a dry box, ready the next day for pick up or mail delivery.

The Morgan Paper Studio welcomes up to 16 participants at a time to participate in western papermaking.

Cost:
One hour - 340.00
One hour 30 minutes - 395.00
Two hours - 450.00
Please contact The Morgan for rates if your group or organization is interested in extended time in the studio.

---

**Marbling Custom Workshop**

Join us in the Art Lab of The Morgan to explore and create colorful, bold patterns. Historical and experimental one of a kind designs are produced by manipulating floating ink on the surface of water that is transferred to paper.
Up to 12 participants.

Cost:
One hour- 315.00
One hour 30 minutes - 350.00
Two hours- 385.00
Letterpress Custom Workshop

Customize letterpress printing with your chosen message. We will preset wood or metal type from The Morgan Letterpress Studio for you and your group so getting inky while printing is the focus during the workshop. Staff will guide participants as they pull many quality prints using the Vandercook flatbed cylinder presses and/or Line-O-Scribe poster presses. We clean up with crisco, so no worries about harsh, toxic fumes.

Up to 16 participants.
Base Cost:
One hour - 280.00
*Cost increases with additional time and/or preset messages